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murdered. The intrigue and danger grow more acute when both boys are
Surrender, Submit, Serve Her. Key Barrett 2016-12-22 What is 'Female

called "home" and Luke discovers that the Grants have plans for him that

Leadership'? It's accepting that 'She knows best' in all matters. From the

could turn out to be fatal.

finances to the household to how best to accomplish long-term goals. It's

Breaking Josh (Femdom erotica) Lily Snow 2014-01-17 How far will a man

trusting in Her judgement to run things and embracing 'Her way'. This

will go to win the love of the girl of his dreams? Juliette Hartford runs

doesn't make the man weak, just the opposite, because men are the best at

Blackwood Manor, a successful winery in the Pacific Northwest. But the

'getting things done' when the task is clearly defined but difficult to do. A

business is actually a front for something much more bizarre: the country’s

Female Dominant Household plays to both side's strengths and minimizes

foremost training center for submissive males. When Josh Stevens runs into

weaknesses, leading to Female empowerment, greater satisfaction in the

his ex-girlfriend Juliette, he finally realizes he can’t live without her. Juliette

relationship, trust, bonding and yes, mind-blowing sex.Surrender, Submit,

still loves him, but requires a test of obedience before taking him back:

Serve Her seeks to help implement your Female Led household through tools

graduate from her center’s training program. It won’t be easy. He faces three

like the Command and Conquer meeting (commanding and conquering tasks

months of intensive slave training and re-education at the hands of Juliette’s

and roadblocks, not people), laying out the contract of servitude (clearly

lover, Talia, who has her own reasons for hoping Josh washes out of the

defining her dominion and removing unnecessary confusion) and crafting

program. Will he succeed at becoming the “man” Juliette wants? This story is

your own pledge that personalizes and empowers the act of his

11,000 words long. And now a word from Blackwood Manor: Ladies! Has your

submission.Surrender, Submit, Serve Her has been nominated for the BDSM

man grown complacent or lazy? Sick of his macho, alpha-male dogma?

Writers Con 2017 Golden Flogger Awards for BEST BDSM Book of the Year

Wondering how to get the best from him again? At Blackwood Manor, we

in the Non-fiction category.Updated for 2018! Better formatting and new

take in men and send back slaves. Why spend your energy with all the

content.

tiresome training that males require? Our female trainers are experts at

Atlas Shrugged Ayn Rand 2005-04-21 Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and

breaking men down into the servile, emasculated submissives they secretly

villains, charged with towering questions of good and evil, Atlas Shrugged is

long to be. Yes, our methods are intense and our fees are high. But doesn’t

Ayn Rand’s magnum opus: a philosophical revolution told in the form of an

your pet-to-be deserve the best?

action thriller—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The

150 Years of Gynarchy Viola Voltairine 2021-03 This book is for men who

Great American Read. Who is John Galt? When he says that he will stop the

worship women. It's for women who think feminism doesn't go far enough.

motor of the world, is he a destroyer or a liberator? Why does he have to

It's for people of all genders who are fed up with male dominance. The

fight his battles not against his enemies but against those who need him most?

opposite of patriarchy is Gynarchy, but it's not just a simple flip of the script.

Why does he fight his hardest battle against the woman he loves? You will

The Gynarchist must not emulate the same mistakes, or perpetuate the

know the answer to these questions when you discover the reason behind the

oppressive power dynamics prevalent for thousands of years. This book offers

baffling events that play havoc with the lives of the amazing men and

a theoretical background and a simple set of ideas and dynamics for bringing

women in this book. You will discover why a productive genius becomes a

about the downfall of male dominance and ending the brutalization of women.

worthless playboy...why a great steel industrialist is working for his own

Liberation begins at home. This includes using sex and sexuality to shift the

destruction...why a composer gives up his career on the night of his

collective psyche. 150 Years of Gynarchy will deprogram misogyny, heal

triumph...why a beautiful woman who runs a transcontinental railroad falls in

wounds, balance the scales of history, and lead to a real and lasting equality.

love with the man she has sworn to kill. Atlas Shrugged, a modern classic and

Consensual Blackmail Manual Mistress Harley 2019-07-28 Mistress Harley is

Rand’s most extensive statement of Objectivism—her groundbreaking

the one and only Techdomme! Only she knows the secrets to blackmail using

philosophy—offers the reader the spectacle of human greatness, depicted with

the internet. Read this book and you will be more informed than ever.

all the poetry and power of one of the twentieth century’s leading artists.

Behold as men deprave themselves all because of a single secret. All of the

Please to the Table Anya Von Bremzen 1990-01-01 More than 350 recipes

above, but you willingly give up your secrets to another person. Many clients

from all fifteen republics of the Soviet Union offer samples of the country's

enjoy the pleasure of being robbed. They sign contracts, make deals; list

vast diversity--from the robust foods of the Baltic states, to the delicate pilafs of

everything over and over again. Talk to me or hours on nightflirt, and then

Azerbaijan

review the contract. Then shit gets all Michael Douglass in The Game. I'm the

Among the Barons Margaret Peterson Haddix 2011-07-26 In this fourth

fucking Techdomme. I'm in your computer. I'm in your phone. Shit I'm

installment of a series about a society that allows only two children per

probably in your Bosses phone. www.Techdomme.com

family, Luke Garner is finally adjusting to his new life at Hendricks School as

www.mistressharley.com

Lee Grant. While the Grants belong to the highest class of society called the

The Flame and the Flower Kathleen E. Woodiwiss 2009-03-17 New York

Barons, Luke avoids snobbish affectations and befriends his classmates, who are

Times bestselling author Kathleen E. Woodiwiss debut romance… The Flower

also illegal thirds. When the real Lee Grant's younger brother arrives at the

Doomed to a life of unending toil, Heather Simmons fears for her

school, along with his fierce body guard, Luke worries that Smits will expose

innocence—until a shocking, desperate act forces her to flee. . . and to seek

him to the government. However, Smits has come to enlist Luke's help in

refuge in the arms of a virile and dangerous stranger. The Flame A lusty

discovering how his older brother really died, suspecting that he was

adventurer married to the sea, Captain Brandon Birmingham courts scorn and
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peril when he abducts the beautiful fugitive from the tumultuous London

communication and bring back the courtship phase, butterflies and all. Learn

dockside. But no power on Earth can compel him to relinquish his exquisite

what you can do to improve your marriage, increase intimacy, feel more

prize. For he is determined to make the sapphire-eyed lovely his woman. .

connected emotionally, and make her daily life easier with a simple, sexy, fun

.and to carry her off to far, uncharted realms of sensuous, passionate love.

exercise in chastity.

Femdom Tableaux Miranda Birch This is NOT a story per se. One definition

The Blood of Flowers Anita Amirrezvani 2007-06-05 A sensuous and richly-

of tableau, plural tableaux: “a striking and vivid representation”. And that is

imagined historical novel that centers on a skilled young carpet weaver, her

what is here. Scenes rather than complete stories. In fact, they are mostly

arranged marriage, and her quest for self-determination in 17th-century

scenes from stories on which I got ‘stuck’. I simply was not able to finish

Persia. In 17th-century Iran, a 14-year-old woman believes she will be

them. However, the scenes themselves are jolly good, if I say so myself —

married within the year. But when her beloved father dies, she and her

‘striking and vivid’ in fact! Some of them are longer than others. The shorter

mother find themselves alone and without a dowry. With nowhere else to

ones ought really to be illustrations, but alas! I am no sketch-artist. As regular

go, they are forced to sell the brilliant turquoise rug the young woman has

readers will know, I write three types of story. Hard Femdom Fantasy,

woven to pay for their journey to Isfahan, where they will work as servants

where the dominant women are cruel, merciless, unrelenting, and do not

for her uncle, a rich rug designer in the court of the legendary Shah Abbas

take no for an answer! Usually non-consensual; hard labour; frequent severe

the Great. Despite her lowly station, the young woman blossoms as a brilliant

punishment; nudity and chastity non-negotiable! Romantic Femdom Fantasy,

designer of carpets, a rarity in a craft dominated by men. But while her talent

exploring the world of female-led relationships in a domestic setting, is

flourishes, her prospects for a happy marriage grow dim. Forced into a secret

femdom with a softer edge. It could also be called Domestic Femdom, as it

marriage to a wealthy man, the young woman finds herself faced with a

generally concerns wives/girlfriends in a more ‘realistic’ setting than the hard

daunting decision: forsake her own dignity, or risk everything she has in an

stuff. Frilly Femdom Fantasy explores the world of forced feminisation. Can

effort to create a new life.

be quite hard or quite soft, but generally leans towards the harder edge of

Imitation Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 2015-05-13 A Vintage Shorts “Short

things. I also have various characters. Sometimes my ladies are young,

Story Month” selection from the award-winning, bestselling author Nkem is

sometimes mature; sometimes they are svelte, sometimes they are BBW; and

living a life of wealth and security in America, until she discovers that her

sometimes their victims are mere lads, sometimes older men. All these

husband is keeping a girlfriend back home in Nigeria. In this high-intensity

various themes are represented here. So this is in effect a sampler of my

story of passion and the masks we all wear, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,

work. If you have been dithering about whether to buy a Miranda Birch

author of the acclaimed novels Half of a Yellow Sun and Americanah and

story, it might be an idea to buy this. If you like some of the scenes here, I am

winner of the Orange Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award,

sure that you will like some of my other stories as well. There is a complete

explores the ties that bind men and women, parents and children, Africa and

list of stories at: https://mirandabirch.wordpress.com/catalogue/ KEYWORDS:

the United States. “Imitation” is a selection from Adichie’s collection The

femdom, female domination, female supremacy, oral, body worship, bottom

Thing Around Your Neck. An eBook short.

worship, ass worship, facesitting, cfnm, naked male slave, chastity,

Dragonwyck Anya Seton 2013-09-06 A novel of seduction, mystery, and

humiliation, cross-dressing, forced feminsation, forced feminization, 24/7,

danger set in New York’s Hudson Valley in the nineteenth century, by the

slavery, domestic discipline, corporal punishment, caning, spanking, strapping,

author of Foxfire. There was, on the Hudson, a way of life such as this, and

beating, tease and denial, male maid, sissy maid, TV, free

there was a house not unlike Dragonwyck . . . In the spring of 1844, the Wells

War Horse Michael Morpurgo 2012-02-01 An e-book edition of War Horse

family receives a letter from a distant relative, the wealthy landowner

with movie stills, behind-the-scenes photos, storyboards, and more! In 1914,

Nicholas Van Ryn. He has invited one of their daughters for an extended visit

Joey, a beautiful bay-red foal with a distinctive cross on his nose, is sold to the

at his Hudson Valley estate, Dragonwyck. Eighteen-year-old Miranda, bored

army and thrust into the midst of the war on the Western Front. With his

with her local suitors and commonplace life on the farm, leaps at the chance

officer, he charges toward the enemy, witnessing the horror of the battles in

for an escape. She immediately falls under the spell of both the master and his

France. But even in the desolation of the trenches, Joey's courage touches the

mansion, mesmerized by the Gothic towers, flowering gardens, and luxurious

soldiers around him and he is able to find warmth and hope. But his heart

lifestyle—but unaware of the dark, terrible secrets that await. Anya Seton

aches for Albert, the farmer's son he left behind. Will he ever see his true

masterfully tells the heart-stopping story of a remarkable woman, her

master again?

remarkable passions, and the mystery that resides in the magnificent hallways

Locked-In Love: How Two Weeks in Chastity Can End the Barter System,

of Dragonwyck.

Renew Courtship and Make a Better Husband. Key Barrett 2018-09-24

Green Darkness Anya Seton 2013-10-01 “The theme of this book is

Author Key Barrett started out writing a journal for chastity. He decided that

reincarnation, an attempt to show the interplay—the law of cause and effect,

he wanted to be locked up in chastity for seven days in order to better

good and evil, among certain individual souls in two periods of English

understand the motivation behind chastity and the emotional aspects so he

history.” Green Darkness is the story of a great love, a love in which

could write about it with greater understanding in both his fiction and

mysticism, suspense, and mystery form a web of good and evil forces that

nonfiction. So he spoke with his wife and she agreed to let him go seven days

stretches from Tudor England to the England of the twentieth century. The

in chastity with her holding the key, only unlocking him if he needed it for

marriage of the Englishman Richard Marsdon and his young American wife,

safety reasons, to make sure everything is working properly, or if she had

Celia, slowly turns tragic as Richard withdraws into himself and Celia suffers

sexual interest in freeing him. What started as a simple one week journal

a debilitating emotional breakdown. A wise mystic realizes that Celia can

quickly blossomed into something else entirely. By the third day he was

escape her past only by reliving it. She journeys back four hundred years to

feeling butterflies just when his wife touched his hand. By day four, she

her former life as the servant girl Celia de Bohun during the reign of Edward

noticed he was much more engaged in their household and being an active

VI—and to her doomed love affair with the chaplain Stephen Marsdon.

and proactive partner. What started as a week for him quickly became two

Although Celia and Stephen can't escape the horrifying consequences of their

weeks for them both to journal. Through chastity and communication, they

love, fate (and time) offer them another chance for redemption.

identified a sexual trade-off that existed in their marriage, a 'barter system'

Fully Ignited Shannon Stacey 2016-03-01 When Jamie Rutherford takes a

wherein every action he engaged in had an undercurrent of sexual pressure,

temporary assignment as lieutenant of Boston Fire's Engine 59, she doesn't

a literal tat-for-tit. Freed from it through a chastity device, they were able to

anticipate any problems. She's been in the fire service for a long time and,

enjoy each other on a more meaningful and trusting level. And in lowering

even though she's fairly new to Boston, she knows how to make any

the quantity of sex, they raised the quality. This book takes what they

firehouse her home. What she's not prepared for is her reaction to firefighter

learned, plus surveys and research derived from male chastity users, and

Scott Kincaid. Scott is looking for a wife. It's been a fun ride as a single guy,

shows couples how they too can end the barter system, increase

but he's tired of being the third wheel, and nearly losing his brother-in-law
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finally made him realize just how much he wants a family of his own. When

you'll be at the edge of your seat, flipping through the pages as quick as you

the new guy at the firehouse turns out to be a capable, confident and very

can.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

attractive woman, his plan is completely derailed. Hooking up with a fellow

Training Her Husband Jessie Sinclair 2019-07-11 **8 Femdom Story

firefighter has never been part of Jamie's plan, but she's tempted by

Bundle**A man's proper place is to serve as a woman's slave. You will obey

Scott—even though getting involved with him could tarnish the reputation

all orders and be locked away in chastity. Get on your knees and submit. You

she's worked so hard for. And Scott can't stop thinking about Jamie, despite

will be humiliated and used like a proper footslave...

the fact that she's his superior and not sticking around. Chemistry can crush

Duchess by Day, Mistress by Night Stacy Reid 2017-11-13 "From the first

the best-laid plans, though, and while Jamie and Scott might not be each

page, Stacy Reid will captivate you! Smart, sensual, and stunning, you will

other's future…there's no resisting the right now.

not want to miss Duchess by Day, Mistress by Night!" - USA Today bestselling

The Wicked Wager Anya Wylde 2015-10-09 The infamous rake, Lord

author Christi Caldwell Georgiana Rutherford, the widowed Duchess of

Richard Hamilton, has finally chosen his bride-the very appropriate Miss

Hardcastle, longs for a passionate affair. And when the enigmatic and ruthless

Emma Grey. The ton approves, Lord Grey is pleased, Lady Grey delighted,

Mr. Rhys Tremayne, better known to most as the Broker, crosses her path,

and Emma is over the moon, but her uncle, (the blasted) Duke of Arden

the attraction between them is undeniable. But she cannot possibly truly feel

opposes the match, and Emma is ordered to move to the duke's estate to think

this way for this man. Rhys Tremayne has built his wealth and empire on

things over. Richard Hamilton refuses to take things lying down and concocts

secrets dealt on the black market of the London underworld. He is

a plan. A plan that should have brought the lovers together and had them

determined to remove his sisters from the depraved world they’ve known

married within a month. It was a simple matter of masquerading as the duke's

their entire lives. And the duchess appears to be the perfect sponsor for his

gardener, compromising the lady, and then having the duke rush them off to

sisters’ introduction into respectable society. Except the more he gets to know

Gretna Green. Alas, he underestimates the duke's intelligence and the tangled

the beautiful and kind Georgiana, the harder Rhys falls, even though the

situation on the estate-never had he imagined that compromising a lady could

most they could have is love in secret. Each book in the Rebellious Desires

be so difficult. His endeavours lead to a comedy of errors, charades, and knotty

series is STANDALONE: * Duchess by Day, Mistress by Night * The Earl in

love affairs. Yet he forges ahead in spite of pesky house guests, a flea bitten

My Bed

mattress, his lovesick best friend, and a blackmailer. Just when things seem to

A Year with Swollen Appendices Brian Eno 2020-11-17 The diary and essays

be going well, someone is murdered (very inconvenient), and he happens to

of Brian Eno republished twenty-five years on with a new introduction by

be one of the suspects (extremely inconvenient). His simple plan for winning

the artist in a beautiful hardback edition. 'A cranium tour of one of the most

the wager suddenly becomes ... a tad complicated.

creative minds of our age . . . [Eno] delivers razor-sharp commentary with

The British Classical Authors Select Specimens of the National Literature of

devilish snarkiness and brutal honesty.' Wired At the end of 1994, Brian Eno

England from G. Chaucer to the Present Time by L. Herrig Ludwig Herrig

resolved to keep a diary. His plans to go to the cinema, theatre and galleries

1862

fell quickly to the wayside. What he did do - and write - however, was

The Trapped Wife Samantha Hayes 2021-09-08 ‘Jaw-dropping… I did literally

astonishing: ruminations on his collaborative work with David Bowie, U2,

gasp and say, “NO WAY!” out loud… And at the end, I just sat there thinking,

James and Jah Wobble, interspersed with correspondence and essays dating

“What the hell did I just read?”… freaking awesome… The twists do not stop

back to 1978. These 'appendices' covered topics from the generative and

until the very last page.’ Fireflies & Free Kicks, 5 stars This is not the happy

ambient music Eno pioneered to what he believed the role of an artist and

family you think. The fire crackles, my son smiles, the man jokes whilst I

their art to be, alongside adroit commentary on quotidian tribulations and

pour drinks. But my husband has disappeared. The man is a stranger. My skin

happenings around the world. An intimate insight into one of the most

crawls every time he brushes my hand. He says if I don’t play along, he has

influential creative artists of our time, A Year with Swollen Appendices is an

photos that will destroy my family. What happened the night before my

essential classic.

husband disappeared – the night I don’t remember? There’s nothing I can do

Monologues for Teens Erin Detrick 2008-06-05 "Collection of monologues from

to save my family… is there? An absolutely gripping psychological thriller

the Playscripts, Inc. catalog of plays, representing a variety of American

with an ending you will NEVER see coming! Strap in for a twisty

playwrights. The source material for each monologue may be found on the

rollercoaster ride that will keep you turning pages all night long. Perfect for

Playscripts website, where nearly the entire text of every play can be read f

anyone who adored The Girl on the Train, The Wife Between Us or The

Southland Nina Revoyr 2008-04-01 "[A]n absolutely compelling story of

Woman in the Window. Readers love The Trapped Wife: ‘LOVE IT, LOVE

family and racial tragedy. Revoyr’s novel is honest in detailing southern

IT, LOVE IT, LOVE IT, LOVE IT!!!!!! YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE THE

California’s brutal history, and honorable in showing how families survived

TWISTS AND YOU WILL NOT GUESS THE ENDING! THIS BOOK MUST

with love and tenacity and dignity." —Susan Straight, author of Highwire

BE READ BY EVERYONE.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow! This book

Moon Southland brings us a fascinating story of race, love, murder and

was SO. DAMN. FABULOUS!… had me gasping in shock many times! The

history, against the backdrop of an ever-changing Los Angeles. A young

twists were insane right up to last page!… OMG! I NEVER saw it coming! I

Japanese-American woman, Jackie Ishida, is in her last semester of law school

can’t give this twisted book enough spine-tingling stars!… A MUST READ!’

when her grandfather, Frank Sakai, dies unexpectedly. While trying to fulfill

Two Girls and a Book Obsession, 5 stars ‘Could not put it down. Housework

a request from his will, Jackie discovers that four African-American boys

was not done, kids were not fed (maybe a little)… Fantastic writing, kept me

were killed in the store Frank owned during the Watts Riots of 1965. Along

gripped all the way through.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Awesome… What

with James Lanier, a cousin of one of the victims, Jackie tries to piece

are you waiting for?! Snap this one up ASAP! It had me hooked from the start

together the story of the boys’ deaths. In the process, she unearths the long-

and kept me guessing, double-guessing and doubting myself several times…

held secrets of her family’s history. Southland depicts a young woman in the

Amazing read!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Brilliant, brilliant, brilliant…so

process of learning that her own history has bestowed upon her a deep

many nail-biting, edge-of-your-seat moments, and twists you don't see

obligation to be engaged in the larger world. And in Frank Sakai and his

coming… leaves you gasping for breath.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars. ‘Wow.

African-American friends, it presents characters who find significant common

Just wow. This book is absolutely mind blowing. I really thought I had it

ground in their struggles, but who also engage each other across

figured out and BAM I was wrong. This book was unputdownable. Ill be

grounds—historical and cultural—that are still very much in dispute. Moving

thinking about this story for quite a while.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

in and out of the past—from the internment camps of World War II, to the

‘Wow. Just WOW!! Absolutely unputdownable… completely gripping… made

barley fields of the Crenshaw District in the 1930s, to the streets of Watts in

the back of my neck prickle.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘BRILLIANT! It's a

the 1960s, to the night spots and garment factories of the 1990s—Southland

definite 5 star read for me. I don't know how many times I picked my jaw up

weaves a tale of Los Angeles in all of its faces and forms. Nina Revoyr is the

off the floor… mind-blowing… gripped from the first word down to the last…

author of The Necessary Hunger ("Irresistible."—Time Magazine). She was
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born in Japan, raised in Tokyo and Los Angeles, and is of Japanese and Polish-

novel of the 1940s—despite being banned in Boston for its sheer sexiness. A

American descent. She lives and works in Los -Angeles.

book to read and reread, this edition brings back to print an unforgettable

Antiaircraft Journal 1946

romance and a timeless masterpiece.

My Husband's Girlfriend Cydney Rax 2013-07-02 Anya Meadows can't

Dmitry's Royal Flush Latrivia S. Nelson 2010-07 From the popular

imagine being without her husband, Neil. But lately she also can't imagine

multicultural author, Latrivia S. Nelson, comes the highly anticipated second

being with him - in bed, that is. Anya's heart wants to say yes, but her body,

installment of the Medlov Crime Family Series, Dmitry's Royal Flush: Rise of

mainly her hormones, say no way. Anya knows something's gotta give and

the Queen. For Dmitry and Royal Medlov, money doesn t equal happiness.

she doesn't want it to be her marriage. She loves Neil and their life with their

Forced to leave Memphis, TN and flee to Prague after a brutal mafia war, the

young daughter. So Anya swallows her pride - and shocks her frustrated

couple nestled into the countryside to raise their daughter, Anya, and lead a

husband - by giving him permission to have a mistress. The only rule is that

safe, quiet life. But when Dmitry s son, Anatoly, shows up with an offer he

he's forbidden to fall in love. But that's not the restriction he finds toughest to

can t refuse, Dmitry is forced to go back to the life he left as boss of the most

follow...

feared criminal organization in world. Consequently, the deal could not only

GI Brides Duncan Barrett 2014-09-02 For readers enchanted by the bestsellers

destroy the Medlov Crime Family but also Dmitry and Royal. Royal hasn t

The Astronaut Wives Club, The Girls of Atomic City, and Summer at

been the same since she was attacked three years ago. Where she used to be a

Tiffany’s, an absorbing tale of romance and resilience—the true story of four

sweet, innocent girl, she s now the jaded, bitter mistress of the Medlov

British women who crossed the Atlantic for love, coming to America at the

Chateau. However, a reality check is in store for the pre-Madonna when

end of World War II to make a new life with the American servicemen they

Anya s new teacher shows up with her sights set on stealing Dmitry, and

married. The “friendly invasion” of Britain by over a million American G.I.s

Ivan s old ally shows up with his sights on killing him. Can Royal save them

bewitched a generation of young women deprived of male company during

all? Will she? With a family in such turmoil, the only way to survive is to

the Second World War. With their exotic accents, smart uniforms, and aura of

stick together. Read the gripping tale of a marriage strong enough to stand the

Hollywood glamour, the G.I.s easily conquered their hearts, leaving British

test of time as Dmitry realizes that he has the best cards in the house as long as

boys fighting abroad green with envy. But for girls like Sylvia, Margaret,

he has a Royal Flush.

Gwendolyn, and even the skeptical Rae, American soldiers offered something

The Status Civilization Robert Sheckley 2019-08-01 The Status Civilization

even more tantalizing than chocolate, chewing gum, and nylon stockings: an

concerns Will Barrent, a man who finds himself, without memory of any

escape route from Blitz-ravaged Britain, an opportunity for a new life in

crime or, indeed, of his previous life, being shipped across space to the planet

affluent, modern America. Through the stories of these four women, G.I.

Omega. Omega, used to imprison extreme offenders, has a hierarchical society

Brides illuminates the experiences of war brides who found themselves in a

of extreme brutality, where the only way to advance (and avoid dying) is to

foreign culture thousands of miles away from family and friends, with men

commit an endless series of crimes. The average life expectancy from time of

they hardly knew. Some struggled with the isolation of life in rural America,

arrival on Omega is three years. Barrent attempts to survive and escape, so he

or found their soldier less than heroic in civilian life. But most persevered,

can return to Earth to clear himself of the accusations against him.

determined to turn their wartime romance into a lifelong love affair, and

The British Classical Authors Ludwig Herrig 1863

prove to those back home that a Hollywood ending of their own was possible.

A Little Life Hanya Yanagihara 2015-03-10 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A

G.I. Brides includes an eight-pages insert that features 45-black-and-white

stunning “portrait of the enduring grace of friendship” (NPR) about the

photos.

families we are born into, and those that we make for ourselves. A masterful

Katherine Anya Seton 2013-10-01 John of Gaunt and Katherine Swynford,

depiction of love in the twenty-first century. A NATIONAL BOOK

Chaucer's sister-in-law, fall in love in the 14th century.

AWARD FINALIST • A MAN BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • WINNER OF

The First Snowdrop Mary Balogh 2019-12-03 Alexander Stewart, Viscount

THE KIRKUS PRIZE A Little Life follows four college classmates—broke,

Merrick, is honor-bound to marry Anne Parrish after a snowstorm strands

adrift, and buoyed only by their friendship and ambition—as they move to

them alone together overnight. But nothing is going to force him into living

New York in search of fame and fortune. While their relationships, which

with her when he believes she deliberately ensnared him. He settles her on

are tinged by addiction, success, and pride, deepen over the decades, the men

his country estate and does not see her again until his grandmother,

are held together by their devotion to the brilliant, enigmatic Jude, a man

determined to bring them back together, invites Anne to join the whole

scarred by an unspeakable childhood trauma. A hymn to brotherly bonds and

family at a house party in honor of her Golden Wedding anniversary.

a masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century, Hanya Yanagihara’s

Alexander finds Anne much changed, and he discovers that his feelings

stunning novel is about the families we are born into, and those that we make

toward her are changing too. But will his angry, newly confident wife allow

for ourselves. Look for Hanya Yanagihara’s new novel, To Paradise, coming in

herself to be wooed?

January 2022.

Congressional Record United States. Congress 1965 The Congressional Record

Slave Planet J. W. McKenna 2003-02 When five female astronauts were

is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States

named to pilot the latest interstellar scout ship, the U.S.S. Letanya, it didn't

Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional

take long for the wags to dub it, the "Lesbanya." Even in 2075, an all-woman

Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are

crew was met with snickers and jokes by late-night comedians. Capt. Kathryn

recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States

Dyson was out to prove them wrong. When they discovered a strange new

(1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the

world with humanoid life long before any male explorers did, it seemed

Congressional Globe (1833-1873)

NASA's shaky faith in the mission would be justified. Unfortunately, some of

Forever Amber Kathleen Winsor 2012-02-01 Abandoned pregnant and

the crew got themselves captured by the huge man-like beings on the planet

penniless on the teeming streets of London, 16-year-old Amber St. Clare

and turned into slaves. Now it's up to Kate Dyson to rescue her crew or die

manages, by using her wits, beauty, and courage, to climb to the highest

trying, because she's not going back without them, despite NASA's orders.

position a woman could achieve in Restoration England—that of favorite

Can she avoid becoming just another sex object on... Slave Planet. "This is a

mistress of the Merry Monarch, Charles II. From whores and highwaymen to

fantastic, sexy tale filled with strong women who know that they want and

courtiers and noblemen, from events such as the Great Plague and the Fire of

are not afraid to take it. In the spirit of Johanna Lindsey's 'Warrior's Woman'

London to the intimate passions of ordinary—and extraordinary—men and

and Gene Roddenberry's 'Star Trek, ' J.W. McKenna creates [a] futuristic

women, Amber experiences it all. But throughout her trials and escapades,

world and fills it with action and eroticism." - Amy L. Turpin, Timeless Tales

she remains, in her heart, true to the one man she really loves, the one man

The Thing Around Your Neck Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 2010-06-01 These

she can never have. Frequently compared to Gone with the Wind, Forever

twelve dazzling stories from Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie — the Orange

Amber is the other great historical romance, outselling every other American

Broadband Prize–winning author of Half of a Yellow Sun — are her most
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intimate works to date. In these stories Adichie turns her penetrating eye to

struggle to establish an independent republic in Nigeria during the 1960s.

the ties that bind men and women, parents and children, Nigeria and the

With the effortless grace of a natural storyteller, Adichie weaves together the

United States. In “A Private Experience,” a medical student hides from a

lives of five characters caught up in the extraordinary tumult of the decade.

violent riot with a poor Muslim woman, and the young mother at the centre

Fifteen-year-old Ugwu is houseboy to Odenigbo, a university professor who

of “Imitation” finds her comfortable life in Philadelphia threatened when she

sends him to school, and in whose living room Ugwu hears voices full of

learns that her husband has moved his mistress into their Lagos home. Searing

revolutionary zeal. Odenigbo’s beautiful mistress, Olanna, a sociology teacher,

and profound, suffused with beauty, sorrow and longing, this collection is a

is running away from her parents’ world of wealth and excess; Kainene, her

resounding confirmation of Adichie’s prodigious literary powers.

urbane twin, is taking over their father’s business; and Kainene’s English

The Stranger in Our Home Sophie Draper 2018-11-29 Have you been bad

lover, Richard, forms a bridge between their two worlds. As we follow these

enough?

intertwined lives through a military coup, the Biafran secession and the

Japanese-English and English-Japanese Dictionary James Curtis Hepburn 1881

subsequent war, Adichie brilliantly evokes the promise, and intimately, the

Half of a Yellow Sun Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 2010-10-29 With her

devastating disappointments that marked this time and place. Epic, ambitious

award-winning debut novel, Purple Hibiscus, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

and triumphantly realized, Half of a Yellow Sun is a more powerful, dramatic

was heralded by the Washington Post Book World as the “21st century

and intensely emotional picture of modern Africa than any we have had

daughter” of Chinua Achebe. Now, in her masterly, haunting new novel, she

before.

recreates a seminal moment in modern African history: Biafra’s impassioned
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